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1. Travel cost to WAE Judges appointed to WAE
tournaments should be paid by the judge’s own MA.
2. If point 1 is not accepted, than the sentence written in
reason “Tickets can be booked by both the Organizers
and the concerned Judges” should be included into the
text of the original motion.
3. Also the max. of 350 euro should be discussed and
maybe raised to max. Of 400 euro to give the same
opportunities to all judges from Europe.

1. For every MA (organizer of WAE Tournament) it is
easier to pay travel cost for their own WAE judges
appointed to yearly WAE tournaments than to pay the
travel cost to all judges appointed to hosted WAE
tournament. For e.g. the travel cost for coming judges
to Youth Cup tournament would be 1.750 euro, for
WAE Target Championships would be 3.150 euro, for
WAE Field or 3D Championships would be 3.500 euro.
Probably no MA hosting the WAE event would have

more expenses for their WAE judges covering their
travel to go abroad.
2. The proposed motion would probably reduce the
number of bids to host the WAE events in future and
would make to certain MAs even more difficult to
organize the WAE event.
However, the WAE judges appointed to the WAE Tournaments
should have their travel costs covered:
- or by their MA
- or by the Organizers of that WAE Tournament organization.
Judges are volunteers and servants of the competition who are
offering their knowledge, work and time to provide consistency
in judging worldwide, maintaining fairness of the competition,
and ensuring that shooting procedures will be the same
throughout the world. They are offering their time out of their
holidays and it is not fair that they have also to pay the travel
for the success of the events.

